
饮  水   思   源
1-4

甲骨文 

为示手
as hands

为示酒
as wine

为示舌头
as tongue

有代表手捧酒罐的含义，表示手捧酒器，品味美酒
Represents serving wine bottles with your hands and savor the taste of it which 
graphically illustrate the meaning of the word: Drink

篆文

将金文的“口”写成“今”表示慢悠悠地品味美酒，且喝且
吟，陶醉、赞叹
Changing the writing that represents mouth to savour to symbolise as 
one leisurely taste and savor the taste of wine, one indulge in it

为示口
as mouth

为示吟
as savour

省去“欠“，以“食”代替“酒”，表示喝酒与进餐的关系
Replacing the writing which represents wine with dining which represents 
the relationship between food and drinking wine

籀文

为示食
as dining

为示酒
as wine

yin    shui      si     yuan

饮



饮  水   思   源
2-4

yin    shui      si     yuan

甲骨文 

甲骨文像峭壁上落下的液滴
Represents raindrops falling from the cliff which graphically illustrate
the meaning of the word: Water

为示峭壁
as cliff

为示落下的液滴
as falling raindrops

金文 

有的金文将甲骨文字形中崎岖岩壁的形象淡化为流动的曲线
Simplifying what used to be the cliff to a wave which symbolises flow

为示峭壁
as cliff

为示流动的曲线
as a flowing line

篆文

篆文承续金文字形
Writing is kept the same just changing the way the raindrops are illustrated

为示四滴水
as falling raindrops

隶文

将篆文表示岩壁的折线简化成一竖，将四点液滴形状连写成直线，泉流的
象形特征由此消失
Drastic change in the appearance of the word from what representing the cliff
to a a straight line, joining up the four drops of water, losing the graphically
illustration of raindrops to represent the meaning of the word: Water

水



饮  水   思   源
3-4

思

隶文

为示心
as heart

晚期隶书变形较大，血管形状消失。

The new age writing loses the graphical representation 
of the veins and arteries and simplify it into a modern Chinese character

篆文

为示脑
as brain

为示心
as heart

造字本义：用头脑考虑、用心灵感受 
心的图案突出了该内脏上端的动脉入口管道、静
脉入管道。

The symbol which represents the heart illustrates the arteries 
and veins in the human body, graphically illustrating the meaning
of the word: One uses his brain to think and his heart to feel

yin    shui      si     yuan



饮  水   思   源
4-4

金文 

穴中有水流出表示细水涓涓的石洞，本义为水源:金文再加
石，出水的岩隙
Represents the existence of water between rocks which graphically illustrate
the meaning of the word: the source of water

篆文

篆文将金文里的石穴中有水的水去除了。字形采用“水”作边旁,“原”是声旁 

The new age writing got rid of the presence of water between the rocks and add back 
the source of water at the side which graphically symbolises flowing water  

为示石出水岩隙 
as rock/water source

为示石穴中有水
as presence of water between rocks

为示石穴
as rocks

为示流水
as flowing water

隶文

隶书将篆文的流水写成三点水将篆文的石穴写成现代的泉

源

yin    shui      si     yuan

Losing the graphical illustration of raindrops and rocks, and simplify it into a modern 
Chinese character 



1-4

甲骨文 

甲骨文像峭壁上落下的液滴
Represents raindrops falling from the cliff which graphically illustrate
the meaning of the word: Water

为示峭壁
as cliff

为示落下的液滴
as falling raindrops

金文 

有的金文将甲骨文字形中崎岖岩壁的形象淡化为流动的曲线
Simplifying what used to be the cliff to a wave which symbolises flow

为示峭壁
as cliff

为示流动的曲线
as a flowing line

篆文

篆文承续金文字形
Writing is kept the same just changing the way the raindrops are illustrated

为示四滴水
as falling raindrops

隶文

将篆文表示岩壁的折线简化成一竖，将四点液滴形状连写成直线，泉流的
象形特征由此消失
Drastic change in the appearance of the word from what representing the cliff
to a a straight line, joining up the four drops of water, losing the graphically
illustration of raindrops to represent the meaning of the word: Water

水

水  滴   石   穿
shui    di      shi    chuan



水  滴   石   穿
2-4

shui    di      shi    chuan

篆文

造字本义为屋檐的雨水一颗一颗地落在地上发出的声音
Formation of word graphically symbolises drops of rainwater falling 
from the rooftop producing the sound of droplets

为雨水
as rainwater

为嘀
as a ‘tick’ sound 

隶文

隶书将篆文的水写成三条波纹线，说明水的流动感与将篆文的嘀减画

Graphic representing the rainwater is simplified to three rippled lines indicating 
flowing water. This sense of water is dynamic, moving and plays into other 
uses of water. It also simplify the radical which represents the ‘tick’ sound. 

滴

为雨水
as flowing water

为嘀
as a ‘tick’ sound 



水  滴   石   穿
3-4

shui    di      shi    chuan

甲骨文

表示山岩，造字本义为坚硬的矿物质，山岩，岩块
Formation of word graphically symbolises limestone, rock or cliff

为示悬崖
as cliff

为示岩块
as limestone

金文

金文承续甲骨文字形而将甲骨文减画
Writing is kept the same as the Oracle Bone Writing while simplifying the various
radicals

为示悬崖
as cliff

为示岩块
as limestone 

石

篆文

篆文承续甲骨文字形而将甲骨文的减画

为示悬崖
as cliff

为示岩块
as limestone 

Writing is kept the same as the Oracle Bone Writing while simplifying the various
radicals



4-4

甲骨文 

造字本义为洞与洞之间交错勾通
Graphically represents the intersection between holes.

为示穴, 洞
as hole

为示牙，上下交错的臼齿
as teeth, how upper and lower molars are staggered

篆文 

篆文承续金文字形

穿

水  滴   石   穿
shui    di      shi    chuan

为示穴, 洞
as hole

为示牙，上下交错的臼齿
as teeth, how upper and lower molars are staggered

Writing is kept the same



血  浓   与   水
1-4

甲骨文 

为示器皿
as vessel

为示液体
as a drop of liquid

甲骨文像在器皿中的一滴液体。造字本义：祭神杀牲时滴注在器皿里的温热、艳红的牲畜体液
Represents a drop of liquid i.e blood dropping into a vessel. Formation of the word graphically
illustrates a beast’s blood dripping into a vessel during the ritual of slaughter of animals

金文

金文将甲骨文的皿减画, 将液滴写成一点。

Simplifying both the radicals which repesent vessel and a drop of liquid. The drop of liquid 
is simplified into a horizontal drop

隶书将篆文的皿写成皿，将表示液滴的一点写成一横。
Replacing the radical which represents vessel into a Chinese modern writing which represents dish
and the drop of liquid is simplified into a horizontal line

隶文

xue  nong    yu      

血

为示器皿
as vessel

为示液体
as a drop of liquid

为示器皿
as vessel

为示液体
as a drop of liquid

shui



2-4

篆文

造字本义：清晨的山地露多雾大
Writing is kept the same just changing the way the raindrops are illustrated

为示四滴水
as raindrops

隶文

浓

为示农,清晨上山劳动
as working hard in the mountains 

隶书将篆文的流水写成三点水将篆文的石穴写成现代的泉

Losing the graphical illustration of raindrops and rocks, and simplify it into a modern 
Chinese character 

为示四滴水
as raindrops

血  浓   与   水
xue  nong    yu      shui



血  浓   与   水
3-4

xue  nong    yu      shui 

篆文

篆文在食勺上加一点指事符号,表示用勺子添食。造字本义：用食勺为别人添食  
Adding a dot which graphically symbolises adding food onto a spoon. Graphically 
illustrates using a spoon to fill up someone’s bowl of rice

为示食勺
as food spoon

为示一点指事符号
as a symbolism

篆文表示相互给予。造字本义：结交,相互支持
                        

为示很多手放在一起
as a lot of hands together

为示与，给予
as togetherness

隶书将篆文的廾减画

隶文

与
與

Represents mutual giving. Radical which represent a lot of hands combining
with radical which represents togetherness symbolises giving mutual support

为示很多手放在一起
as a lot of hands together

篆文

Simplifying part of the radical which means a crowd of hands into a Chinese modern writing 



4-4

甲骨文 

甲骨文像峭壁上落下的液滴
Represents raindrops falling from the cliff which graphically illustrate
the meaning of the word: Water

为示峭壁
as cliff

为示落下的液滴
as falling raindrops

金文 

有的金文将甲骨文字形中崎岖岩壁的形象淡化为流动的曲线
Simplifying what used to be the cliff to a wave which symbolises flow

为示峭壁
as cliff

为示流动的曲线
as a flowing line

篆文

篆文承续金文字形
Writing is kept the same just changing the way the raindrops are illustrated

为示四滴水
as falling raindrops

隶文

将篆文表示岩壁的折线简化成一竖，将四点液滴形状连写成直线，泉流的
象形特征由此消失
Drastic change in the appearance of the word from what representing the cliff
to a a straight line, joining up the four drops of water, losing the graphically
illustration of raindrops to represent the meaning of the word: Water

水

血  浓   与   水
xue  nong    yu      shui


